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View full price and specs. Whilst all care has been taken to ensure its accuracy and reliability,
GIS and carsguide do not warrant or represent that the information is accurate, reliable,
complete, current or suitable for any particular purpose. You should not use or rely upon this
information without conducting an independent assessment and valuation of the vehicle. To the
maximum extent permitted by law, GIS and carsguide exclude all liability for any direct, indirect,
special or incidental loss, damage, expense or injury resulting from, arising out of, or in
connection with your use of or reliance upon this information. Sorry, there are no cars that
match your search. SEDAN, 4 doors, 5 seats. T4, 1. Interested in a Volkswagen Passat? View all
Volkswagen Passat models and configurations Read our reviews of this car. Additional
Features 1. Next Step 1. Tech Specs Dimensions. Overall height: mm Overall length: mm Overall
width: mm Ground clearance unladen: mm Wheelbase: mm Kerb weight: kg Turning circle:
Front brakes: Disc - ventilated Rear brakes: Disc - solid. Front suspension: Anti Roll Bar, coil
spring, independent, multi-link system Rear suspension: Anti Roll Bar, coil spring, torsion beam
axle, trailing arm. Tyres and rims. Front tyre size: x60 R15 Front rim size: 15x7 inches Rear tyre
size: x60 R15 Rear rim size: 15x7 inches. Volkswagen Passat cars for sale. The Volkswagen
Passat is a series of large family cars manufactured and marketed by the German automobile
manufacturer Volkswagen since , and now in its eighth generation. The successive generations
of the Passat carry the Volkswagen internal designations B1, B2, etc. In , the Passat NMS
program was split into two as the North American one continued being produced on an older
platform while the Chinese Passat moved on to the MQB platform, meaning that Volkswagen
currently markets three models of the Passat globally. The first generation Passat launched in
in two- and four-door sedan and three- and five-door versions. Externally all four shared styling
by Giorgetto Giugiaro. The first generation Passat was a fastback variant of the mechanically
identical Audi 80 sedan, introduced a year earlier. A five-door station wagon was introduced in ,
which in North American markets was sold as an Audi Fox. In Europe, the Passat was equipped
with two rectangular, two round 7-inch, or four round 5. The Passat was one of the most modern
European family cars at the time, and was intended as a replacement for the ageing Volkswagen
Type 3 and Type 4. The only other European cars of its size to feature front-wheel drive and a
hatchback were the Renault 16 and Austin Maxi. The Passat originally featured the four-cylinder
OHC 1. The SOHC 1. The range received a facelift in launched outside Europe with revised
interior and revised exterior with repositioned indicators and depending on model, either four
round or two rectangular headlights. In North America, the car was marketed as the Volkswagen
Dasher. The three-door hatchback, four-door sedan, and a station wagon model launched in
North America for and during the model year. Sole available engine was a carburetted 1. North
American cars were equipped with single DOT standard headlights. In , the Dasher received a
facelift along the lines of the European Passat, with quad sealed beam headlights and big
polyurethane covered bumpers. The trim was also upgraded and the ride softened. All gasoline
engines were dropped for North America in , in preparation for the next generation. In Brazil, the
Passat B1 was produced from June until Since the Audi 80 was not marketed in Brazil, the
Passat received the Audi's different front-end treatment after a facelift for Originally with a 1. A
sports version, named Passat TS 1. The second generation Passat launched in The platform,
named B2 , was once again based on the corresponding version of the Audi 80, which had been
launched in The B2 Passat was slightly longer. The four-wheel drive Syncro wagon version was
introduced in October , initially only with the more powerful five-cylinder engine. In Mexico, it
was marketed from to as VW Corsar and Corsar Variant the 4-door saloon and 5-door wagon,
respectively. In Argentina, from to as the VW Carat. In Brazil, the wagon model was badged VW
Quantum. The Passat saloon and estate were produced in South Africa for the local market until
Like the previous generation, the B2 Passat was mainly sold with four-cylinder petrol and diesel
engines. Unlike its predecessor, however, top-of the line versions received five-cylinder Audi or
VW engines of 1. This, also called the "Formel E" had a particularly high top gear, which
combined with a freewheeling mechanism, provided better gas mileage. The Syncro's bottom
plate was almost entirely different, requiring a transmission tunnel, a relocated gas tank and no
spare tire well to make room for the complex rear axle assembly. Only the more popular estate
was reengineered. Syncro was also available in the North American market, only with the
five-cylinder engine. In , the range received a slight facelift, consisting of new, larger bumpers,
interior retouches, a new front grille and new taillights on the hatchback versions. The
three-door hatchback was discontinued, while the Santana nameplate was dropped in Europe.
The saloon's front end was now the same as the hatchback and estate. The North American
version, still known as the Quantum, gained European-style composite headlamps. On 31 March
, production ended although Syncro models continued in production until June with 3,, built in
Germany. World production totaled approximately 4. The lack of a grille made the car's front
end styling reminiscent of older, rear-engined Volkswagens, such as the , and also doubled as a

modern styling trend. The styling was developed from the aerodynamic cd 0. At the time, it was
the first transverse engine layout Passat to be built on a Volkswagen-designed platform, rather
than sharing one with an Audi saloon. The car, although designated B3 in Volkswagen's
platform nomenclature, was based largely on the A platform as used for the smaller Golf model,
but was stretched in all directions, and therefore had no connection with the B3 series Audi 80,
launched two years earlier. Many components are shared directly between these vehicles. This
generation of Passat was sold as a four-door saloon or a five-door estate, with the Passat not
being sold as a hatchback from this point onwards. It was marketed under the Passat name in
all markets; in North America, this was a first. The fuel-injected petrol engines gave better
performance and refinement than the carburettor units previously used. They were mounted
transversely , and the floorpan was engineered to accept Volkswagen's ' Syncro ' four-wheel
drive system. Engine options were the 2. Volkswagen's new 2. The VR6 engine gave the
top-of-the-range Passat a top speed of kilometres per hour mph. The 1. The B3 Passat was
heavily facelifted in , and despite being designated B4, it was not an all-new model. The facelift
revised external body panels except for the roof and glasshouse, with most obvious exterior
change seeing the reintroduction of a grille to match the style of the other same-generation
Volkswagen models of the era, such as the Mk3 Golf and Jetta. The interior was mildly updated
and included safety equipment, such as dual front airbags and seat belt pretensioners, although
the basic dashboard design remained unchanged. The grille was introduced to give the front
end a more aggressive appearance, as the previous model looked too 'passive'. Combined with
a 98 litres The Passat introduced a new design language, [ citation needed ] first seen on the
Concept 1 concept car, for the latest generation of Volkswagens, such as the Mk4 Golf , Bora
and Polo Mk4. Aerodynamic work gave the B5 Passat a coefficient of drag of 0. The car featured
a fully independent four-link front suspension ; and a semi-independent torsion beam for
front-wheel-drive models or a fully independent suspension on the 4motion 4WD models. Four
transmission options were available: a 5-speed manual transmission, a 6-speed manual
transmission codename 01E , a 4-speed automatic transmission and a 5-speed automatic
transmission with tiptronic. The B5. The engine was discontinued in Unlike its predecessor, the
B6 Passat no longer shared its platform with Audi's equivalent model the Audi A4. Based on a
modified version of the Mk5 Golf's PQ35 platform PQ46 , the B6 featured a transverse rather
than longitudinal engine layout of its predecessor, like the previous B3 and B4 generations,
which were related to the A2 Golf platform. The added benefits of the PQ46 platform are
especially evident in its incredibly stiff torsional rigidity rating, which places it closer to a
generation Porsche than its own Golf stable-mate in terms of chassis stiffness. The
transverse-engine layout of the four-wheel drive version, marketed as 4motion , dictated a
switch from the Torsen centre differential of the B5, to the Haldex Traction multi-plate clutch.
The change to the Haldex system also changes the handling closer to a front-wheel drive car.
Compared to the Torsen, the Haldex can direct torque more unequally to the front wheels from
to front-to-rear bias , thus providing a wider bias range than the to of the B5 Passat. See the
Audi -related quattro four-wheel-drive system article for more information. Fuel Stratified
Injection is used in every petrol engined version of the Passat, ranging from 1. As of the model
year, the VR6 engine and 4motion option were no longer available in the US on the Passat
sedan and wagon, but are available on the Passat CC. In February , the 2. At the same time the
2. The common rail technology uses less fuel and is quieter in operation. This engine is part of
the wider Volkswagen Group policy for engine sharing. But this car is simply called Volkswagen
Variant in China, in order not to refer the name "Passat" or "Magotan". This version of the
Passat put out hp, and featured dual exhaust tips, an aggressive front bonnet, and All Wheel
Drive. Engines offered in the CC mirror those of the regular Passat, with options of the base 2.
Two engine options are provided: 1. Volkswagen facelifted the Passat CC in late for the year,
with styling updates akin to those of the larger Phaeton. For the updated model, Volkswagen
has dropped the Passat name for all markets, now matching the Volkswagen CC branding used
since in North America. Although designated "B7" by VW enthusiasts, the car is not an all-new
model. The facelift resulted in new external body panels except for the roof and glasshouse,
with the prominent changes to the grille and headlights. Overall height and width dimensions
are unchanged from the B6 Passat, while length increases by 4 mm. New features include
Adaptive Chassis Control DCC , Dynamic Light Assist glare-free high beams , a fatigue
detection system and an automatic " city emergency braking " system. The interior featured
minor detail changes from the B6, although the basic dashboard design remained unchanged.
In India, the B6 version is likely to be replaced with the B7 version. The new model will be
exclusive to the Indian market, and at least mm longer than the European B7. The new model
will be exclusive to the Chinese market, and at least mm longer than the European B7. The
Passat was the best-selling model of Volkswagen Malaysia in and The Passat Alltrack was

aimed at competing with Subaru Outback , which created a new market niche. The Passat
Alltrack has raised ground clearance from to mm which improves approach angle from The
engine range of the Passat Alltrack consists of two 2. The two lesser powered engine variants 2.
The rest of the range with 4Motion has a 6 speed DSG automated manual transmission, except
the 2. The eighth generation model of the Passat was introduced in November in Continental
Europe and in January in the United Kingdom as a four-door saloon and estate. Following other
Volkswagen Group passenger vehicles such as the Volkswagen Golf Mk7 , it is based on a
stretched variant of the MQB platform , a modular automobile construction platform designed
for transverse, front-engined cars. To reduce weight, lightweight materials such as aluminium
and vacuum-formed steel have been utilised. The engine line-up of the Passat B7 was
re-introduced with this generation with slightly increased power outputs, variable displacement
for the 1. Volkswagen built 20 examples of a fuel-cell Passat Lingyu in mid to be presented at
the Beijing Olympics. The Passat branches off into two models starting from , the one being the
model marketed mainly in Europe and right-hand drive markets, and in China as the Magotan,
and the other called the Passat NMS that is built for the North American and Chinese market.
This model is more downscale compared to the European Passat to achieve a lower price point
in order to penetrate the mainstream mid-size sedan market. In China, the new model is built by
SAIC-Volkswagen in its Nanjing factory [15] and is marketed as a more upscale model with
some interior and exterior differences to the North American model, such as wood-trimmed
steering wheel, rear air vents, and LED accented headlights. It was sold alongside models such
as the long-wheelbase version of the European Passat known as the Magotan and a B5
Passat-based Passat Lingyu. A new Passat for the North American market was released in as a
model. The Volkswagen Passat NMS was completely redesigned except for the platform and
powertrain featuring revised exterior styling, new wheel and tire combinations. Every metal
stamping in the exterior was replaced, except the roof stamping. It is equipped with more
standard safety and technology features, which include a suite of standard driver assistance
technologies, and a 6. The second generation is still powered by a horsepower, 2. Despite the
high resemblance between the Chinese and North American Passats, they are completely
different models based on different platforms. All models are available with 7-speed DSG
gearbox as standard. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model series. For other uses,
see Passat disambiguation. Motor vehicle. Main article: Volkswagen Passat B1. Main article:
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